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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a new deep-learning-based system that can compose structured Turkish makam
music (TMM) in the symbolic domain. Presented artificial TMM composer (ATMMC) takes eight initial notes from a
human user and completes the rest of the piece. The backbone of the composer system consists of multilayered long
short-term memory (LSTM) networks. ATMMC can create pieces in Hicaz and Nihavent makams in Şarkı form, which
can be viewed and played with Mus2, a notation software for microtonal music. Statistical analysis shows that pieces
composed by ATMMC are approximately 84% similar to training data. ATMMC is an open-source project and can assist
Turkish makam music enthusiasts with creating new pieces for professional, educational, or entertainment purposes.
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1. Introduction
By imitating and extending the musical creativity of composers, artificial intelligence (AI) can assist artists
to create new musical pieces. Breakthroughs in artificial neural networks (ANNs) and deep learning (DL)
techniques have led AI to create impressive results for automatic music composition both in waveform domain
[1, 2] and symbolic domain [3–5]. Automatic music generation research in the waveform domain requires much
higher computational resources than the symbolic domain. In a standard audio CD, songs are encoded at 44.1
kHz sampling rate [6], which means 1 s of audio consists of 44.1 ×103 data points. Symbolic representation
of music occupies much fewer data and faster turnaround time; therefore, the majority of automatic music
generation research dwells on the symbolic domain [7]. Whether it is pop, rock, jazz, or classical music, the
studies on automatic music composition are mostly carried out around western symbolic music. Unfortunately,
there is scarcely any work done on the automatic composition of Turkish makam music (TMM), which is
nourished by its thousands of years of history and its roots spread to three continents.
TMM differs from western music in many aspects [8].

First of all, TMM is considered a hetero-

phonic/monodic genre; whereas, western music has a polyphonic structure [9]. While performing a piece,
TMM musicians play the same melodic idea, but also, they incorporate their virtuosity and decorate the piece
by slightly altering melodic phrases or pitches, or they play the same melody in different octaves [10, 11]. On
the other hand, western music derives its prosperousness from simultaneous but independent melodies creating
harmony.
Secondly, the most obvious difference between TMM and western music is their tuning systems. Western
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music is formed on 12 equally spaced divisions (semitones) of an octave [12, 13]; whereas, TMM is considered
to be based on 24 notes, which are established on 53 equally spaced divisions per octave [14]. Although there
are different theories trying to formalize the TMM tuning system, the most widely accepted one is the AEU
(Arel–Ezgi–Uzdilek) theory [15]. In AEU theory, a whole step is fractionalized into 9 equal parts each of which
is called a “koma” [10]. Although a 1-koma interval may sound minuscule to a westerner or an untrained ear,
TMM musicians can proficiently travel between these slight nuances and evoke a wide variety of emotions in
listeners.
Last but not least, the two differ in their notions of tone series. In TMM, a Makam, which is an integration
of tone series, motion, and ending of the movement, is built on combinations of tetrachords and pentachords
[16]. Two Makams having the exact same tone series may have different names and feelings depending on their
movements, which is called Seyir [17]. However, in western music, regardless of melodic movement, a tone series
is named by its dominant or initial note.
In addition to Makam, two key terms regarding TMM are Usul and Form. Usul describes the temporal
properties of the musical piece and can roughly be translated as “meter” [18]. Sequences of percussion strokes
with varying accents in a fixed amount of time form Usuls [11]. Western music performances require a conductor
who can control the crowd of performers; whereas, in TMM, the internal sense of Usul in musicians and wellplayed percussion are the sources of correct temporal coherence. Usuls in TMM can vary from a 2-beat usul Nim
Sofyan to 124-beat usul Cihar [19]. Form in TMM jargon is used to describe the structural scheme of musical
pieces [20]. TMM branches into various forms which are grouped under instrumental, vocal, or religious genres.
As an example, Şarkı is a vocal form which consists of Zemin, Nakarat, Meyan, and Nakarat sections. Zemin
is the introductory section that displays the characteristics of practiced Makam. Nakarat is the repeating and
catchy section. Meyan is the section where a composer is free to stir higher registers and different Makams [21].
Music, like natural languages, can be considered as time-series data, where the ith element of the series is
related to a subset of previous elements. Because of this, time series and natural language processing techniques
perform successfully also on music [2, 22]. An AI model, which can predict the next note with respect to previous
notes is the key element of automatic music composition. Long short-term memory neural networks (LSTM
NN) can outperform Markov Chains, “vanilla” recurrent neural networks (RNN), and rule-based systems on
learning long-term dependencies in time series data [23]. Internal gates of LSTM cells enable remembering
necessary information as well as forgetting the unnecessary ones in the source dataset. Also, LSTM NNs do
not suffer from vanishing/exploding gradient problems as vanilla RNNs do, which makes them very popular
on time series forecasting tasks [24]. LSTMs are used for both monophonic and polyphonic music generation.
Their success in melody generation makes them suitable for automatic TMM composition.
In artificial intelligence studies, evaluating the success of the developed model is as important as the
creation of it. But this is not a very straightforward task for artistic generation models because measuring
the quality of artificially composed music is mostly subjective [25]. However, Yang and Lerch [26] proposes a
collection of metrics for objective evaluation of artistic generation systems. They suggest investigating sets of
pitch and duration related features within and in-between training and generated data. In this context, if a
feature is only measured within a single set, it is called an absolute metric. Absolute metrics deliver information
related to the set from which it is extracted. Whereas, relative metrics are obtained by comparing training and
generated sets. They suggest computing 5 pitch-related and 4 duration (rhythm) related features. Suggested
pitch related features are:
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1. Pitch count (PC): Number of unique (distinct) pitches without duration information per song/sample.
2. Pitch class histogram (PCH): Octave independent, normalized histogram of pitches. While computing
PCH, La3♯ 5 and La4 ♯5 are considered to be equivalent pitches regardless of their octaves.
3. Pitch class transition matrix (PCTM): Octave independent, normalized transition matrix of pitches
without rhythm information.
4. Pitch range (PR): The distance between the highest and lowest pitches per sample/song.
5. Average pitch interval (PI): Average pitch distance between successive notes per sample.
Suggested rhythm-based features are listed as follows:
1. Note count (NC): Number of unique (distinct) durations without pitch information per song/sample.
2. Average inter-onset-interval (IOI): The average elapsed time between consecutive notes.
3. Note length histogram (NLH): Normalized histogram of durations.
4. Note length transition matrix (NLTM): Normalized transition matrix between all durations.
To compute absolute metrics, Yang and Lerch [26] specify computing mean and standard deviation of each
feature. To compute the relative metrics, first, pairwise exhaustive cross-validation should be performed. This
process outputs a histogram of each feature’s distances. Histograms are formed by calculating the Euclidian
distances between samples at each cross-validation step. If the histogram is computed within a set, Yang
and Lerch [26] label it as “intra-set distances”; whereas, if it is computed between different sets, it is labeled as
“inter-set distances”. Then, for smoothing resulting histograms, they suggest applying kernel density estimation.
This process outputs probability distribution functions (PDF). Finally, Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD) and
overlapping area (OA) of inter-set and intra-set PDFs are computed. These metrics show the similarity of two
datasets between each other and within themselves. According to the proposed method, to have similar intra-set
Gaussian distributions, the variance of 2 sets should be similar. Whereas, to have similar inter-set distributions,
mean values should be similar. Finally, Yang and Lerch [26] argue that the smaller the KLD value and the
larger the OA value between intra-generated dataset and inter-sets, the more similar the generated dataset to
the source dataset.
In light of the information given above, it can be concluded that the artificial composition of TMM
requires a specially tailored system that accounts for its characteristic properties. In this paper, we present a
novel, open-source, deep learning based artificial Turkish makam music composer (ATMMC) system, which is
designed especially for TMM1 . The presented system can compose structured pieces in Şarkı form for Hicaz
and Nihavent Makams. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, ATMMC is the first system that can create a
complete piece in the symbolic domain having Zemin, Nakarat, and Meyan sections. Also, the composed piece
correctly ends in the tonic note of the target Makam. Results of evaluation metrics, which are suggested by
Yang and Lerch [26], are given in Section 4.
1 TMMDLFT (2020). Artificial Turkish makam music composer [online]. Website https://github.com/ihpar/TMMDLFT [accessed
23 Sep 2020]
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2. Dataset
Selection and encoding of source data on which the AI model is trained has a significant effect on the accuracy
of the resulting model [27]. Unfortunately, compared to western music studies, the quantity of machine-readable
public datasets for TMM is very low. SymbTr, which is the largest public dataset created for TMM, was chosen
for this study.
2.1. SymbTr
SymbTr, a machine-readable compilation of TMM symbolic scores, is the largest dataset for computational
TMM studies [14]. SymbTr houses 2200 pieces in a variety of Makams which are encoded in multiple digital
formats such as MIDI, Mu2, MusicXML, Text, and PDF. Mu2 formatted symbolic score files can be displayed,
edited, and played with Mus22 , which is a microtonal notation software developed primarily for TMM. Each
line in Mu2 files consists of tab-separated entities. Each line starts with a numeric code, followed by a note
name such as Si4b5, Mi5b5, Do6, etc., followed by the duration of the note such as 1/16, 3/8, 1/32, etc., and
followed by other information such as legato events, timestamps, etc.
ATMMC is limited to operate only on Hicaz and Nihavent Makams because they have the largest portions
in the SymbTr dataset with 157 and 129 total pieces, respectively. Likewise, Şarkı form occupies the largest
ratio of forms in Hicaz and Nihavent pieces. For Hicaz Makam, the most frequent Usul is Aksak, which has a
9/8 time signature. For Nihavent Makam, the most frequent Usul in SymbTr is Düyek, which is in 8/8 meter
[28]. Thus, the proposed ATMMC is limited to Şarkı form in Aksak Usul for Hicaz Makam and Düyek Usul for
Makam Nihavent only.
2.2. Data representation
There are numerous ways to represent and encode musical data, such as timestep sampling, numerical values,
binary vectors, and textual representation to name but a few [25, 27, 29]. However, according to our experiments,
for artificial TMM composition, one-hot-encoding of musical data induces better results than other encodings.
A musical note is an amalgamation of pitch and duration. For example La4, 1/8 in a song at 60 bpm tempo
corresponds to a 440 Hz oscillation, which lasts for 1/2 s. Thus, all notes and rests in any given song can be
represented by pitch-duration tuples. In all Hicaz pieces of SymbTr, there are 405 unique pitch-duration tuples,
∑405
which can be one-hot encoded into vectors v such that v ∈ {0, 1}405 :
i=1 vi = 1 . Whereas, pieces in Makam
Nihavent of SymbTr sum up to 374 unique pitch-duration tuples. This way, any musical piece in SymbTr can
be represented by a series of one-hot encoded pitch-duration tuples.
3. Method
ATMMC consists of two equivalent sub-composers: one trained on Hicaz and the other one is trained on
Nihavent Makam. After choosing a target Makam, a user enters 8 pitch-duration tuples to the system, and the
system completes the remaining parts of the artificial composition and creates a Mu2 file which can be viewed
and played by Mus2 software. Except for the dimensions of training data, the structural compositions of two
sub-composers are equivalent. In this section, we describe Nihavent sub-composer. The same principles apply
also to Hicaz sub-composer.
2 Mus2
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3.1. Core model
The core model (CM), as represented in Figure 1, is a 3-layer NN, where the first 2 layers consist of 600 LSTM
neurons each, followed by a fully connected (dense) layer with a softmax activation function. There is a 50%
dropout rate in between all layers. Model is compiled with categorical cross-entropy loss function and root
mean square prop (RMSprop) optimizer having a learning rate of 1 ×10−3 . For Nihavent Makam, training
data is encoded into a rank-3 input tensor x , where x ∈ {0, 1}30845×8×374 and rank-2 output tensor y , where
y ∈ {0, 1}30845×374 . Here, for each 8 input pitch-duration tuples, there is 1 corresponding output pitch-duration
tuple, which represents the next note following the given 8 notes. Nihavent Makam’s dataset contains 30853
pitch-duration tuples which yield to 30853 − −8 = 30845 input-output pairs. For Nihavent Makam, a pitchduration tuple is represented by a one-hot encoded vector v , where v ∈ {0, 1}374 . When trained on the dataset,
CM can learn conditional probability distribution P (xt | x1 , ..., xt−1 ) of next pitch-duration pair at any given

Dense Layer

SoftMax Activation

pdi+7

50% Dropout

...

pdi+2

LSTM Layer (600 Units)

pdi+1

50% Dropout

pdi

LSTM Layer (600 Units)

timestep t with respect to previous pitch-duration tuples and make predictions for the next pitch-duration
tuple.

pdi+8

Figure 1. Illustration of core model’s architecture. pdi , pdi+1 , pdi+2 , ... , pdi+7 denotes the 8 input pitch-duration tuples;
whereas, pdi+8 represents the corresponding output pitch-duration tuple.

CMs have been trained on the whole target Makam dataset without explicit Usul or Form information.
Also, Zemin, Nakarat, and Meyan sections of the CMs’ training dataset were not labeled. This way, they learn
general characteristics of targeted Makam over the largest subset of training data available. Later, CMs form the
basis of other NNs, which specialize in certain Usul, Form, and sections of the pieces to be artificially composed.
We trained different CMs with different hyperparameters over the same data and selected 2 best performing ones
for each target Makam in order to provide a basis for specialist models. Best performing CMs were subjectively
determined by musicians according to CMs’ abilities to output the most suitable pitch-duration tuples for the
target Makam they were trained on.
3.2. Specialist model
The specialist model (SM) has the same 3-layer NN structure as CM, but it is specialized in a certain Form,
Usul, and section of the musical piece. The number of musical pieces in Şarkı form and Aksak and Düyek
Usuls in SymbTr are not suﬀicient to train a model that can compose well-structured music. To overcome this
challenge, we collected 88 additional pieces from various archives in sheet music format and manually translated
these new pieces to Mu2 format, and labeled their Zemin, Nakarat, and Meyan sections. Then, SMs were trained
on this new dataset, which has its Zemin, Nakarat, and Meyan sections labeled, inheriting their initial layers
from already trained CMs. This technique, called transfer learning, is used to increase the accuracy of SMs
by transferring the knowledge about the basics of targeted Makams from CMs. Transfer learning is beneficial
when the size of the available dataset is insuﬀicient [30].
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For each section of Şarkı form, which are Zemin, Nakarat, and Meyan, a separate SM is trained. As
shown in Figure 2, Zemin SM is trained to compose the Zemin section with respect to initial user input, which
is 8 pitch-duration tuples. Nakarat SM is trained to compose the Nakarat section with respect to the last 8
pitch-duration tuples of the Zemin section, and finally, Meyan SM is trained to compose the Meyan section with
respect to the last 8 pitch-duration tuples of the Nakarat section. This way, a harmony between consecutive
sections within an artificial composition is established.
SMs operate on a similar domain to CMs denoted by x ∈ {0, 1}N ×8×M → y ∈ {0, 1}N ×M , where N
is the number of samples and M is the count of unique pitch-duration tuples. We trained different SMs with
different hyperparameters and selected 2 best performing ones for each section per Makam. The best performing
SMs were subjectively determined by musicians.

User Input

(I)

Zemin SM

(Z)

Nakarat SM

(N)

Meyan SM

(M)

Figure 2. Operation schema of specialist models (SMs). User input is denoted by (I), Zemin section is denoted by (Z),
Nakarat section is denoted by (N) and finally, Meyan section is denoted by (M).

The softmax activation function (1), which is the final layer of SMs outputs a probability distribution
over pitch-duration tuple classes.
ezi
σ(⃗z)i = ∑k
j=1

ezj

(1)

where zi represents each element of SM’s output vector, and k is the number of unique pitch-duration tuples. For
6
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choosing the next pitch-duration tuple from the output distribution, we set 2 threshold values: high-threshold,
represented as green horizontal dashed line, and low-threshold, represented as the red horizontal dashed line in
Figure 3. If the probability of any pitch-duration class exceeds the high-threshold value, as shown in Figure 3a,
this means SM is confident with its prediction; thus, the pitch-duration tuple with maximum probability is
chosen for the next note. However, as shown in Figure 3b, when SM does not output a prediction favoring a
single pitch-duration class, the next note is chosen from a set of weaker candidates, which have a probability
value between high-threshold and low-threshold values. In this case, 4-gram probabilities of each candidate are
calculated by the formula given in equation (2).

P (pdt | pdt−3 , pdt−2 , pdt−1 ) =

Count(pdt−3 , pdt−2 , pdt−1 , pdt )
Count(pdt−3 , pdt−2 , pdt−1 )

(2)

where pdt represents a pitch-duration tuple at timestep t , i.e., the candidate whose 4-gram score is being
calculated, and the sequence of pdt−3 , pdt−2 , pdt−1 represents the last 3 pitch-duration tuples fed into the SM.
Thus, the 4-gram score of each weak candidate is calculated by dividing the count of pdt−3 , pdt−2 , pdt−1 , pdt
sequence in the whole dataset by the count of pdt−3 , pdt−2 , pdt−1 sequence in the whole dataset. And the
candidate with the highest 4-gram score is chosen to form the next note. If a tie occurs amongst weak candidates,
the next note is chosen randomly.

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

Probability

Probability

Tuning up high and low threshold values for each section (Zemin, Nakarat, and Meyan) of artificial
composition enables the end-user to control the resulting piece. Low threshold values may elevate randomness
and originality for the resulting piece, where higher threshold values may result in more traditional outcomes.

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

0

100

200

Pitch-Duration Tuple IDs

300

0.0

0

100

200

300

Pitch-Duration Tuple IDs

Figure 3. Two predictions made by a specialist model (SM) are shown side by side. The high threshold value (green
dashed line) is set to be 0.7, and the low threshold value (red dashed line) is set to be 0.15. At the left-hand side (a),
there is a pitch-duration entity that has a higher probability than 0.7, so, it is selected to be the next pitch-duration
tuple. Whereas, on the right-hand side (b), there aren’t any strong candidates. In this case, a selection will be performed
amongst these 3 weaker candidates which have probabilities between 0.15 and 0.7.
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3.3. Conductor model
For each section of the artificial composition, two SMs are trained with slightly different hyperparameters. We
trained the final types of models, Conductor Models (CoMo), for choosing between 2 predictions made by 2
SMs. CoMos are deep neural networks that have three 100-neuron LSTM layers followed by a fully connected
layer. Each layer has a 50% dropout factor. CoMos are compiled with RMSprop optimizers and categorical
cross-entropy loss functions.
Just like SMs, CoMos are first trained on the target makam of SymbTr without explicit form and usul
information. Then, they inherit this knowledge and specialize in sections of target makam’s Şarkı forms. For
each section of Şarkı form (Zemin, Nakarat, and Meyan), there is 1 CoMo, which evaluates predictions of 2 SMs
and decides the outcome, hence determines the next note. The relationship between CMs, SMs, and CoMos is
represented in Figure 4.
Specialist Model (A)

pdi

Core Model (A)

pdi+8 (A)

pdi+1
Conductor Model

pdi+8

...

pdi+2
pdi+7

Specialist Model (B)

pdi+8 (B)

Core Model (B)

Figure 4. Representation of the artificial composer system for any of Zemin, Nakarat, or Meyan sections. Input pitchduration tuples pdi , pdi+1 , pdi+2 , ... , pdi+7 are fed into both specialist model (A) and specialist model (B). Specialist
models are compiled from core models using their initial layers. Finally, the conductor model picks one of the specialist
models (A)’s output pdi+8 (A) or specialist models (B)’s output pdi+8 (B) as the next pitch-duration tuple pdi+8
according to the 8 input pitch-duration tuples.

Putting it all together, as shown in Figure 5, a user enters 8 pitch-duration tuples (initial notes) into the
ATMMC system. ATMMC outputs the next note with respect to the given user input and appends it to the
end of the 8 initial notes resulting in a set of 9 notes. Then ATMMC picks the last 8 notes of the 9-notes set
and outputs the 10th note and appends it to the end of the notes set. This process of picking the last 8 notes
from the notes-set and outputting and appending the next note continues until the 4 bars of the Zemin section
are completed. When the Zemin section is completed, ATMMC picks the last 8 notes of the Zemin section and
composes the Nakarat section. Likewise, when 4 bars of the Nakarat section are completed, ATMMC picks the
last 8 notes of the Nakarat section and composes the 4-bar long Meyan section. And finally, ATMMC merges
its compositions of Zemin, Nakarat, and Meyan sections sequentially into a Mu2 file and writes it to disk.
4. Results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system, we generated a total of 40 pieces: 20 for Nihavent
Makam and 20 for Hicaz. All pieces in Hicaz Makam are in Aksak Usul, whereas pieces in Nihavent Makam are
in Düyek Usul. All artificially composed 40 pieces are in Şarkı form and start with four bars of Zemin section,
followed by four bars of Nakarat section, then a four-bar long Meyan section comes and finally, pieces return to
Nakarat and end.
The evaluation process was carried out by using the methods proposed by Yang and Lerch [26], which are
8
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ATMMC

pd8

pd0 pd1, pd2, ..., pd8

ATMMC

pd9

pd0, pd1 pd2, pd3, ..., pd9

ATMMC

pd10

(t0)

(t1)

(t2)

...

pd0, pd1, ..., pd7

Figure 5. Illustration of Automatic Turkish Makam Music Composer’s (ATMMC) composition process. In the beginning
( t0 ) user enters 8 pitch-duration tuples ( pd0 , pd1 , ...) and starts automatic composition. At each iteration ti , ATMMC
outputs a single pitch-duration tuple pdi+8 , appends it to the end of the input list and selects the last 8 pitch-duration
tuples from the input list at next iteration.

given in Section 1. Absolute metrics of both training and generated datasets of Nihavent and Hicaz Makams
are given in Table 1. Mean and standard deviation values for pitch count (PC), note count (NC), and pitch
class histogram (PCH) are also calculated per bar (shown as Feature/Bar). For calculating given metrics, the
bar count of each sample must be equal. For satisfying this requirement, we picked 4 bars of Zemin, 4 bars of
Nakarat, and 2 bars of Meyan sections from each sample, adding up to 10 bars per sample.

Table 1. Absolute (characteristic) metrics for Nihavent and Hicaz training datasets and generated datasets. Mean and
standard deviation (STD) of pitch count (PC), pitch count per bar (PC/Bar), note count (NC), note count per bar
(NC/Bar), pitch class histogram (PCH), pitch class histogram per bar (PCH/Bar), note length histogram (NLH), pitch
class transition matrix (PCTM), pitch range (PR), average pitch interval (PI), average inter-onset-interval (IOI), and
note length transition matrix (NLTM) features are shown as well as the average values. Definitions of displayed features
are given in Section 1.

PC
PC/Bar
NC
NC/Bar
PCH
PCH/Bar
NLH
PCTM
PR
PI
IOI
NLTM
Average

Nihavent
Training dataset
mean STD
14.05
1.62
4.18
1.25
6.60
1.65
2.69
0.75
0.05
0.07
0.05
0.13
0.07
0.13
0.00
0.01
31.85
2.97
3.59
0.47
0.08
0.03
0.00
0.02
5.26
0.75

Generated dataset
mean STD
11.60
1.20
4.76
1.26
4.40
1.01
2.09
0.70
0.05
0.07
0.05
0.11
0.07
0.17
0.00
0.01
27.35
2.57
3.34
0.30
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.04
4.47
0.62

Hicaz
Training dataset
mean STD
14.60
2.95
5.34
1.45
6.45
1.82
3.12
1.03
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.09
0.06
0.14
0.00
0.01
67.00
8.98
7.00
0.52
0.05
0.01
0.00
0.03
8.64
1.42

Generated dataset
mean STD
10.85
1.38
5.29
1.48
5.05
1.11
2.35
0.85
0.04
0.07
0.04
0.09
0.06
0.15
0.00
0.01
56.50
6.61
6.77
0.44
0.03
0.01
0.00
0.03
7.24
1.01
9
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Data in Table 1 can be interpreted as for both Makams, generated sets are similar to training sets,
but they have less diversity in terms of pitch and duration variations. Since ANN models learn the general
structural relations of the system they are trained over and exclude outliers, reduction in diversity is an expected
outcome. Otherwise, it is called memorization, which is something undesired for such systems. For Nihavent
makam, the average of the generated set’s mean values resembles the average of the training set’s mean values
by 100 × (1 − (5.26 − 4.47)/5.26) ≈ 84.98% . Similarly, the resemblance of mean values’ averages of training
and generated sets for Hicaz makam is 100 × (1 − (8.64 − 7.24)/8.64) ≈ 83.79%. Overall, it can be concluded
that the absolute metrics of ATMMC’s generated sets resemble the training sets around 84%.
Another result is that, training samples in Hicaz makam are slightly more diverse than samples in
Nihavent makam. Hicaz Makam has a larger family than Nihavent Makam; encapsulating variations such as
Hicaz Humayun, Hicaz Uzzal, and Hicaz Zirgule Makams. A larger family leads to wider variation.
Computed Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD) and overlapping area (OA) values of relative metrics for
Nihavent and Hicaz generated datasets are given in Table 2. Both Nihavent and Hicaz generated sets have the
largest OA values for pitch count per bar (PC/Bar) feature, which can be interpreted as among all relative
metrics, ATMMC best performs in producing diverse pitches per bar. On average, the Hicaz dataset slightly
outperforms the Nihavent dataset both by larger OA and smaller KLD values.
Table 2. Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD) and overlapping area (OA) values for pitch count (PC), pitch count per
bar (PC/Bar), note count (NC), note count per bar (NC/Bar), pitch class histogram (PCH), pitch class histogram
per bar (PCH/Bar), note length histogram (NLH), pitch class transition matrix (PCTM), pitch range (PR), average
pitch interval (PI), average inter-onset-interval (IOI), and note length transition matrix (NLTM) metrics between intragenerated set and inter-set probability distribution functions for Nihavent and Hicaz Makams. Definitions of displayed
features are given in Section 1.

PC
PC/Bar
NC
NC/Bar
PCH
PCH/Bar
NLH
PCTM
PR
PI
IOI
NLTM
Average

Nihavent
KLD OA
0.043
0.604
0.029
0.886
0.115
0.566
0.010 0.618
0.250
0.811
0.165
0.595
0.165
0.603
0.114
0.630
0.249
0.551
0.102
0.820
0.340
0.548
0.153
0.541
0.144
0.647

Hicaz
KLD
0.243
0.037
0.045
0.065
0.056
0.051
0.012
0.194
0.154
0.023
0.166
0.025
0.089

OA
0.533
0.898
0.701
0.640
0.638
0.511
0.814
0.573
0.669
0.855
0.358
0.732
0.660

5. Conclusion and future work
This paper presents the first deep learning-based symbolic music generation system, artificial Turkish makam
music composer (ATMMC), for pieces in Şarkı form in Hicaz and Nihavent Makams. By altering the high and
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low threshold values, users can control the diversity and conventionalism of resulting songs. According to Yang
and Lerch’s [26] evaluation method which is given in Section 1, generated datasets are found to be similar to
source dataset approximately by 84%. Due to the availability of a larger dataset, results in Hicaz Makam are
found to be slightly better than the resulting samples in Nihavent Makam.
ATMMC can be used to assist human composers in creating new pieces for professional, educational, or
entertainment purposes. It also can help composers to overcome writer’s block. We plan to investigate different
AI models and algorithms for achieving even better results. We also plan to expand the scope of ATMMC by
training it on other Makams. Finally, for easier usability of ATMMC by non-programmers, we plan to create a
graphical user interface.
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